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Day 6 Part III of China Tour >> “Like Sticky Rice” 

 

As I wrote on Part I of Day 6, this was one of the busiest days!  We began the day in Tiananmen 

Square; toured the Forbidden City, AND NOW we are going to pay a visit to Beijing Zoo to have 

a “boo” at the Giant Pandas.  We leave the Zoo and on route to the Beijing Airport we make a 

brief stop at the Olympic Village; and then fly to Xian where we stay at the Golden Flower 

Shangri-La Hotel.   

Let’s go to the Zoo!! The attention was of course, on the Panda!  We 

purchase one (A toy, you realize) for our great granddaughter)   

And now we make a cursory 

stop near the Olympic Site.  

Some of walked over the 

expressway and took a couple 

of shots.  Below is a pic of 

traffic >> and you thought China 

had nothing but rickshaws???  

Lol   

Slide Show will have 

more shots of traffic and 

Olympics, although we 

never did get to the Site 

Olympic shot to right.   
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WHOOPS!!  Before we get to the 

Airport, we are exposed to another 

example of Chinese 

entrepreneurship.  See the pic and 

you will immediately recall the Art 

Demo, followed by lessons!!    

 

 

Doug is “hard at it”!!  Nancy, not so 

much.  Following the demo, we had 

the opportunity to acquire some art.  

I am now going to insert a pic of a 

doorway, a doorway with a 3 or 4 inch 

barrier across the entire width.  No, it is 

not there to trip you, but in fact it 

frequently did just that >> it was there 

by design, the purpose; to keep the 

bad spirits out of the room.  For those 

not on the tour, we frequently had such barriers to bad spirits!!  This door was the exit to the 

room where we received our lesson and subsequently offered pieces of artwork.  You will see 

related pix, including more painters/writers by clicking:  http://photopeach.com/album/af7dox   

We did not hear a great deal about Taiwan, not sure if was because of neglect or by 

design??  Those of you with an interest in the dispute between China and Japan, may 

like to read this article:  http://www.economist.com/blogs/banyan/2012/09/taiwan-

wades?fsrc=nlw|wwp|9-27-2012|3596153|35319944|  

Stan Do Enjoy.  2012 09 27   
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